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Abstract
Purpose of the review—Prescribing the most appropriate dose of motor therapy for individual
patients is a challenge because minimal data are available and a large number of factors are
unknown. This review explores the concept of dose and reviews the most recent findings in the
field of neurorehabilitation, with a focus on relearning motor skills post stroke.
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Recent findings—Appropriate dosing involves the prescription of a specific amount of an
active ingredient, at a specific frequency and duration. Dosing parameters, particularly amount,
are not well-defined or quantified in most studies. Compiling data across studies indicates a
positive, moderate dose-response relationship, indicating that more movement practice results in
better outcomes. This relationship is confounded by time post stroke however, where longer
durations of scheduled therapy may not be beneficial in the first few hours, days, and/or weeks.
Summary—These findings suggest that substantially more movement practice may be necessary
to achieve better outcomes for people living with the disabling consequences of stroke. Preclinical
investigations are needed to elucidate many of the unknowns and allow for a more biologicallydriven rehabilitation prescription process. Likewise, clinical investigations are needed to
determine the dose-response relationships and examine the potential dose-timing interaction in
humans.
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Introduction
There has been a growing consensus, albeit with some contradictions, that increased dose of
rehabilitation may lead to better outcomes for individuals experiencing stroke.[1–6] There
are minimal data available however, to address the questions of what optimal doses might be
and when to deliver these optimal doses post stroke. Progress has been hampered by the fact
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that the concept of dose in stroke rehabilitation is not well defined and thus dose has often
not been quantified or controlled. Many clinical trials have compared higher doses of an
experimental intervention to lower doses of a control intervention. Despite well-executed
trials showing benefit of more therapy,[7–9] there remains a large disconnect between
recommendations from these scientific results and what is actually delivered in routine
therapy sessions.[10–14] Answers to the questions of optimal dosing and timing are needed
to guide clinical care for the hundreds of thousands of people per year who must live with
the disabling consequences of stroke.
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This review examines what is currently known about dosing in neurorehabilitation. The
review focuses on motor rehabilitation post stroke because that is where the most data exist.
There are multiple targets of interventions in neurorehabilitation, such that overall patient
management might include interventions to address a variety of impairments and activity
limitations. Here, we focus on dosing with respect to interventions selected to re-train or relearn lost functions. We exclude discussion of rehabilitation focused on improving physical
fitness and strengthening muscles, as there is already a great deal of information available to
guide dosing for these interventions.[15]

Parameters of dose in stroke rehabilitation
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What is meant by dose when it is applied to neurorehabilitation? With pharmaceutical
agents, the dose prescribed describes the amount of active ingredient(s) expected to produce
the desired effect, and the frequency and duration at which the agent is taken. For approved
pharmaceutical agents, the biological mechanism of action, its target, and the desired effect
are largely known (e.g. eliminate bacteria in the case of an antibiotic, control blood pressure
in the case of an anti-hypertensive). Furthermore, the half-life of agents is known from
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics studies, allowing the prescriber to readily
determine the appropriate frequency and duration at which the agent is taken (e.g. burst of
the agent for a short time for an antibiotic, steady control for an anti-hypertensive). The
challenge of dosing for neurorehabilitation is that these essential pieces: the active
ingredients, their targets and mechanisms of action, and their half-lives, remain unclear. The
Table provides a summary of what is known and unknown related to dosing in
neurorehabiliation compared to dosing with pharmaceutical agents.
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Neuroscience and rehabilitation literature are converging to strongly support the idea that a
key active ingredient is task-specific, or task-oriented practice. Repeated practice of a
challenging movement can produce lasting physiological changes in motor neural networks,
and behavioral changes in motor learning and motor function.[for review see 16] A general
mechanism of action is the potentiation of specific neuronal connections that are utilized
repeatedly during challenging behavioral practice. The persistence of potentiation due to
practice over days and weeks facilitates motor system connectivity via synaptogenesis,
axonal sprouting, angiogenesis, and potentially neurogenesis in animal models of stroke.
[16,*17] These molecular and cellular changes manifest as enhanced motor representations
of the newly acquired movement. Enhanced motor representations due to task-specific
training have been demonstrated for several decades in both human and animal studies.[for
examples see 18,19–22] And finally, the efficacy of this active ingredient, task-specific
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practice, is demonstrated across studies, body parts, and time periods post stroke in a recent
meta-analysis.[*23]
While task-specific training is known to be a key active ingredient,[*24,25] it is unlikely
that it is the only one. Nearly two decades of research have exposed the general mechanisms
of action by which task-specific training might result in improved functional outcomes after
stroke. A causal pathway across genetic, molecular, cellular, and systems levels of action,
however, is not yet understood.[16,*17] Without a precise picture of the mechanisms of
action and the timing of those actions, it is nearly impossible to determine the half-life of
task-specific training. Thus, one is left to guess what dosing parameter, i.e. amounts,
frequencies, and durations, might be most appropriate.
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Frequency and duration are readily definable for stroke rehabilitation in terms of number of
sessions per day or per week, and the time period, in days or weeks, over which the
intervention is delivered. Amount however, is harder to quantify. Studies investigating
neuroplastic adaptations post stroke typically require animals to complete hundreds of
repetitions of a task daily or twice daily.[16,26,27] The optimal dose of practice needed for
animal stroke models is unknown. But even if these data were available, they would not
directly translate to humans because: 1) relative contributions of various motor system
structures (e.g. rubrospinal tract [28]) are different in humans compared to non-human
primates and rodents [29,30], and 2) animal stroke models are not exact replications of the
human experience of stroke.
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Amount can be quantified as number of repetitions in humans as well.[31,32] This approach
takes effort because repetitions of the enormous array of human movements are harder to
define and repetitions of task-specific practice need to be counted separately from
repetitions of practice of other potential active ingredients (e.g. strengthening exercises).
[10,11] An alternative approach is to quantify the number of minutes of active therapy.[33]
When the sole intervention applied is task-specific training and the algorithms for
determining the challenge point of the training (i.e. difficulty level) are held constant, then
minutes of active therapy and number of repetitions are very strongly correlated
(unpublished data, Lang et al). If more than one intervention is delivered and/or algorithms
vary, then minutes of active therapy and number of repetitions would not be interchangeable
approaches for quantifying amount. The simplest and most common approach to quantifying
amount has been time scheduled for therapy.[**34] Time scheduled for therapy, however, is
not the same as time actually attending therapy, and time attending therapy is not equivalent
to minutes of active therapy or number of repetitions. Thus, quantification as time scheduled
for therapy is likely an inaccurate and imprecise quantification of the true amount of the
active ingredient.
One additional issue complicates the quantification of amount: the challenge point of
practice.[35,36] In animal models, the difficulty of the repetitions is carefully titrated, across
sessions and days, to produce sufficient motor challenge to continually improve
performance on the task. Indeed, it is repetition of continuously challenging tasks that result
in changed cortical representations and skill acquisition, not repetition of overlearned
movements.[37–39] In human studies of upper limb actions, the term challenge usually
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reflects task difficulty with respect to skill. In human studies of lower limb actions, i.e. gait,
the term challenge can also reflect level of physical intensity.[35,40] For gait in particular,
the level of physical intensity may be a key parameter for improving outcomes.[41,42]
Human stroke rehabilitation literature does not agree on standard terms to describe challenge
or intensity level, despite recent good efforts.[43] Readers are encouraged to look at each
study carefully for methodological information to describe how behavioral training is graded
and progressed (or shaped, adapted) and the physical intensity (e.g. target cardiovascular
parameters) at which it is delivered.
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While each parameter of dose can influence outcomes, data are accumulating to suggest that
amount may be the primary parameter, with frequency and duration as secondary
parameters. These data come largely from studies of constraint-induced movement therapy
(CIMT), within which task-specific practice is a critical component.[*24] Looking across 51
randomized controlled trials of CIMT, similar outcomes were obtained from large amounts
of task-specific practice (along with other CIMT components) regardless of whether they
were provided in the original form, 6 hours daily for 10 days, or the modified form, 1 hour
daily, 3 days/week for 10 weeks.[*24] The idea that amount is primary to frequency and
duration is already well-established within the general cardiovascular exercise field,[44]
where the goal is to achieve the recommended cardiovascular stimulus amount in one or in
multiple bouts.
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In sum, task-specific training is one known active ingredient for stroke rehabilitation. The
exact mechanisms by which task-specific training change the nervous system and improve
outcomes is unclear. Quantification of amount of task-specific training is challenging. With
these limitations in mind, the next section looks across published studies to determine what
is currently known about dose-response relationships, primarily using time scheduled for
therapy as a proxy for dose.

Amount of rehabilitation: Is more better?
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There has been a general understanding of dose for stroke rehabilitation that more practice is
likely better, but “how much more?” and “for whom?” remain unanswered questions. This
vague understanding is largely derived from several decades of testing experimental
interventions at arbitrarily-set doses and from testing higher-dose experimental interventions
against lower-dose control interventions.[1,7,36,45–56] As discussed above, doses examined
are quantified as time scheduled for therapy. In several small samples, dose was quantified
as repetitions of upper limb tasks or gait steps.[31,32,57]. When carefully quantified, dose
had a consistent, moderate relationship (r = 0.5 – 0.6) with outcome, regardless of the target
of rehabilitation (upper limb function or mobility) or setting (inpatient or outpatient). These
preliminary data suggest that dose of stroke rehabilitation could potentially account for
about one third of the variance in outcomes. The idea that more may be better was further
supported by the results of the multi-site, Phase III LEAPS trial.[8] In the LEAPS trial, the
groups that received more therapy sessions of locomotor training or home physical therapy
had substantially better mobility outcomes compared to the group that received fewer
therapy sessions (delay group receiving standard care in the first 6 months).
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We have recently used a more quantitative, meta-regression approach to examine the effect
of dose across stroke rehabilitation studies.[**34] Studies were included if they compared
one dose of stroke rehabilitation to another, regardless of the specific interventions
delivered. Meta-regression results from 1750 participants (30 studies) indicated a modest
benefit of more time scheduled for therapy, with a Hedges’ g effect size of 0.35, which was
statistically significant, 95% CI [0.26, 0.45]. (Hedges’ g is a standardized effect-size in
which the difference between groups is divided by the pooled standard deviation. At large
sample sizes, g is equivalent to Cohen’s d, but g is more conservative in smaller samples.)
On average, the higher dose, experimental groups had 57 hours of therapy compared to 24
hours for the lower dose, comparison groups. For every additional 10 hours of therapy,
effect sizes increased a small amount (0.034 from model 3). The Figure illustrates the data
included in the meta-regression. Control group data (blue circles) are represented separately
from experimental group data (orange circles) for each study. The relative size of the circle
represents sample size. Collectively, the data points indicate a moderate relationship
between time scheduled for therapy and response, as measured by effect size. No interaction
was found between time scheduled for therapy and time post stroke, although the majority of
studies were conducted months or years post stroke. Overall, meta-data provide solid
evidence of a positive dose-response relationship, as the effects were found across studies
using different interventions addressing a variety of functional targets and measuring
outcomes with different assessments.[*23,**34] The conclusion reached so far is that more
is better, and the benefit derived from more (either precisely or grossly quantified) is a
moderate improvement in outcomes.

Timing of rehabilitation: Does it matter?
Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

The conclusion that more is better may be too simple. One Phase II trial[58] and two recent
Phase III trials have produced unexpected results suggesting that timing may interact with
dose. First, the Phase II VECTORS results[58] indicated that more CIMT, starting an
average of 9 days post stroke, led to smaller improvements than less CIMT at the primary
endpoint of 90 days post stroke. By 1 year however, the groups were equivalent. Second,
despite the Phase II AVERT study[59–61] suggesting benefit of aggressive mobilization
within 24 hours of stroke onset, recent Phase III trial data[**62] indicate a higher probability
of worse outcomes in the group that was mobilized very early after stroke onset. The third
study, ICARES[**63], compared an experimental upper limb retraining program (28 ± 6
hours) to a dose-matched standard care group (27 ± 6 hours) and a non-dose-matched
standard care group (11 ± 9 hours), with subjects enrolled 14 – 106 days post stroke. All
three groups made large improvements over the course of the study. The three groups were
equivalent at the 1 year primary endpoint, despite a 16–17 hour average difference in the
amount of therapy time. It is obvious that these three studies differ greatly across their
designs, timing of intervention, sample sizes, and types of intervention. Collectively
however, they suggest an important interaction between timing and dose that clearly
warrants further exploration. More therapy may not be better in the first few hours and days
after stroke and could lead to slower recovery. Given that stroke rehabilitation is prescribed
to improve the lives of people living with stroke, then at a minimum, what is prescribed
must do no harm.
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Conclusions
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The most appropriate dose at the appropriate time for post stroke rehabilitation remains a
mystery. Preclinical investigations are sorely needed to understand the specific mechanisms
of action of task-specific training, the time course of those mechanisms, and to identify other
critical active ingredients. This knowledge would allow a more biologically-driven
rehabilitation prescription process. In the meantime, clinical studies that specifically
investigate dose are pending. Our ongoing Phase II parallel, dose-response trial (NCT
01146379) investigates four different doses of task-specific training to address the questions
of “how much more is better?” and “better for whom?” in people who are 6 months or more
post stroke. Additional studies are clearly needed, as the societal burden of disability post
stroke is enormous. Even if optimal timing and dosing produce only a modest benefit at the
individual level, at the population the optimal timing and dosing could go a long way in
lessening the overall burden of stroke.
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62**. Efficacy and safety of very early mobilisation within 24 h of stroke onset (avert): A randomised
controlled trial. Lancet. 2015 The paper provides results from a multisite, international, Phase III
trial of early mobilization (< 24 hrs) after stroke. The primary result is that early mobilization
reduced the odds of a favorable outcome at 90 days post stroke.
63**. Wolf SL, Dromerick AW, Lane CJ, Nelsen MA, Lewthwaite R, Cen SY, Azen SP, Winstein CJ.
Icare primary results: A phase iii stroke rehabilitation trial. International Stroke Conference.
2015:Abs LB15. This abstract (all that is available as of June 2015) provides results for the a
multisite, Phase III trial of upper limb rehabiliation, starting an average of 45 days post stroke.
The primary result is that all groups improved, regardless of whether or not they receive the
innovative upper limb intervention or usual care, and regardless of amount of therapy provided.
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Key Points
•

Larger amounts of therapy result in better outcomes for people beyond 2–3
months post stroke.

•

Timing and amount of therapy may interact, such that larger amounts of therapy
may not result in better outcomes for people in the first hours and days after
stroke.

•

Optimal dosing will not likely be a single value for everyone, but will vary
based on clinical presentation of each individual.

•

Preclinical and clinical studies are sorely needed to create a biologically-driven
and effective prescription process for stroke rehabilitation.
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Figure.

Scatterplot of studies included in meta-regression of the dose-response relationship in stroke
rehabilitation (Lohse et al. 2014). Control group data (blue circles) are represented
separately from experimental group data (orange circles) for each study. The relative size of
the circle represents sample size. Collectively, the data points indicate a moderate
relationship between time scheduled for therapy and response, as measured by effect size.
Three studies are labeled to aid in interpretation:
Wolf et al., 2006; days post stroke 180; outcome = upper limb function; estimated therapy =
time in formal therapy + 0.5 * hours constrained.
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A1: Standard care, prior to crossover
A2: Constraint induced movement therapy
Duncan et al., 2011; days post stroke 62; outcome = walking speed
B1: Standard care, prior to crossover
B2: Home physical therapy, focused on functional strengthening and balance
B3: Early locomotor training, body-weight supported treadmill training + over-ground
training
Kwakkel et al., 1999; days post stroke 7; outcome = walking speed
C1: Standard/conventional therapy
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C2: Intensive arm-focused training
C3: Intensive leg-focused training
[Note to Editors: this figure also exists as an interactive figure, using Tableau visualization
software, such that hovering over each data point brings up a pop-up box with study citation
and key study parameters. If you are interested, we would be happy to explore with you
ways to place this in an online version, or elsewhere on the journal website.]
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Information needed to make an appropriate prescription with a comparison of what is known and unknown for
pharmaceutical agents vs. neurorehabilitation.
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Known for approved
pharmaceutical agents

Known for neuro-rehabilitation

Active ingredient

Yes

Task-specific behavioral training has been
identified; others are unknown

Mechanism of action, including specific therapeutic
target(s)

Yes

No

Desired outcome

Yes

Yes

Pathway through which active ingredient acts to
achieve desired outcome

Yes

No

Half-life, derived from pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic data

Yes

No

Side effects

Mostly

No

Toxicity

Yes

No

Interactions with other commonly prescribed agents

Mostly

No
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